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ABSTRACT 

We have performed a comprehensive analysis of supersymmetric processes which can lead to 
missing-energy events such as those observed by the UAI collaboration. Several critical aspects of the 
theoretical analysis are discussed here including fragmentation, backgrounds, and evolution of gluinos. 
When the experimentalists publish their final data, excellent limits will be set for M- and M-, and it is 
possible that certain mass regions will not be excluded as explanations of the data. This wo~ was in colla
boration with H. Haber and G. Kane. 

tThe Berkeley Particle Data Group is supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of High 
Energy and Nuclear Physics, Division of High Energy Physics of the U.S. Department of Energy under 
Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098, and by the U.S. National Science Foundation under Agreement No. 
PHY83-18358. 
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Any product should have a warning label for the user (reader). Here the warnings should include the 

limitations of perturbative QCD; K-factors, fragmentation, initial-state radiation, etc. are at best partially 

understood. Second, a theorist analyzing the data can only model the cuts, triggers, and jet selection cri

teria. Third, the current data of interest here are very limited statistically and have had only a preliminary 

analysis by the experimentalists and include backgrounds . 

. The data are from the UA1 collaboration. I] Integrated luminosities of approximately 100 and 300 

nb- I were collected in 1983 and 1984 at Vs = 540 and 630 GeV respectively. Among the phenomena 

observed were a number of events which can be loosely described a having large missing transverse energy, 

a hadronic jet with Eft >_ 25 GeV and sometimes other jets with Eft ~ 12 GeV. If all secondary jets 

have less than 12 GeV, then the event has been labeled as a "Monojet", while events with one secondary 

jet greater than 12 GeV are called "Dijets". Clearly this distinction (though necessary) is a subtle one. 

These data can have important consequences2] for supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model 

of the fundamental interactions. Since Jean-Marie Frere has given at this conference a very good introduc

tion to the motivations for and nature of supersymmetry, I will not review those topics. The work 

reported here was done by H. Haber, G. Kane, and myself, and can be summarized by: 

1) The matrix elements of all supersymmetric processes which contribute to missing-energy events were 
calculated; these include the decay of the final-state squarks and gluinos. 

2) Since some processes require knowledge of the gluino structure function, we wrote a computer pro
gram to perform the QCD evolution of this function. 

3) An efficient Monte Carlo program was written for each process to calculate rates and distributions 
for monojets, dijets, and multijets. Several checks were built-in to assure accuracy. 

4) UA1 cuts, triggers, and jet selection criteria were modeled as accurately as possible in this program. 

5) Fragmentation and gluon bremsstrahlung were incorporated inherently in the program. 

6) Initial-state PT distribution was included when appropriate. 

7) Experimental resolution is incorporated in new versions of our program but not in the results 
reported here. 

8) Most values of Mg and Mq were studied for all processes. 

9) All relevant data will be analyzed. 

10) Many backgrounds giving missing-energy events have been calculated (rates and distributions). 

11) Our results are given independent of supergravity models and cosmology. 

The minimal extension of the Standard Model (SU(3)XSU(2)XU(l» is used. Supersymmetry break

ing is parameterized by arbitrary sof't-supersymmetry-breaking terms. Predictions can then be made as a 

function of the masses of squarks and gluinos. Squark masses are taken as degenerate and the photino is 

assumed to be the lightest supersymmetric particle (m~ = 0 here). _ _ 

We calculate the production of qq, qq via W production, qg, q'Y, gg, and g'Y. Each of these typically 

involves the calculation of several diagrams. 

An essential ingredient of our analysis is the inclusion of processes in which one of the initial partons 

is a gluino.3] This is important because for Mg < 25 GeV the gluino structure is quite large. The large 
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magnitude occurs because g(x,Q2) = 6q(x,Q2) where q refers to a heavy quark of the same mass as the 

gluino. The dominant process with an initial-state gluino is g + q _ q where one needs a heavy squark 

(>60 GeV) to pass the cuts. 

The matrix elements we calculate also involve the decays of the squarks and gluinos. The nature of 

these decays depends on the relative masses of the two particles. We additionally som"etimes consider 

decays with smaller branching ratios when the resulting processes is more likely to pass the experimental 

cuts. In total, we have therefore, calculated 16 independent processes each requiring a separate program 

because of differing kinematics. 

There are a number of subtleties in handling cuts and triggers. I will mention one example here. 

The missing transverse energy, Eriss, is required to obey Efiss > 40- where 0- = 0.7 ~ to eliminate 

events which result from non-uniform calorimetry and other mismeasurements. ET is the scalar sum of all 

transverse energy whether or not it is in a jet. This quantity is not calculated by theorists. We have there

fore used the equivalent distribution for minimum-bias events scaled up to energies appropriate for events 

with jets and then added the energies of outgoing partons. A comparison of our distribution to the prelim

inary data is shown in Fig. 1. Our distribution is certainly plausible. A more detailed discussion of this 

and other cuts and triggers will appear in it long paper in preparation.4] 

We impose cuts of either Efiss > 32 GeV or Efiss > 40 GeV to minimize mismeasurement effects 

and backgrounds and to reduce dependence on the details of cuts arid triggers. We also check the region 

Efiss < 32 Ge V for certain processes where needed. 

Gluinos (and squarks) cannot emerge as free particles; they must first hadronize. From study of 

quarks we knowS] that E(D meson) <: E(c quark) and E(B meson) < E(b quark). Similarly if we define G 

as the resulting hadron containing the gluino, then E(G) < E@. This implies that the photino (the source 

of missing-energy) from G decay has less energy than- we would have calculated from the decay of the bare 

gluino. This means that fewer events pass the Efiss cut. 

Let us define z == Pout/Pin. There are three sources of photino energy loss. There is gluon 

bremsstrahlung from the gluino (large compared to that from quarks because the coupling is ~ larger). 

We use the parameterization6]~ = A(1-Z1)A-l with A = ;~ fn[fns/A2 / fn4m2/A2j. The fragmentation of 

h "1"' '. "7] c(1-Z2f eavy partic es mto hadrons has been parametenzed by Dh = . 0 6 
. [(1-Z2)2 + (_~_)2z2j2 

m 

And finally, though we neglect it, the photino spectrum from the decay of G is slightly softer8] than that 

from a free gluino. 

We convolute the ~ and Dh and place the result directly into our Monte Carlo program. We find 

that fragmentation effects are very important for gluinos as heavy as 20 GeV (a factor of 2 when using the 

Efiss > 32 GeV cut). 
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Fig. 1 - The distribution of the total scalar ET minus Eft (leading) in pI> scattering from missing
energy events passing the VAl cuts and Efiss > 32 GeV (dashed) and Efiss > 40 GeV (solid). 
The curves show the sums of contributions from all supersymmetric proces~es when Mq = 110 
GeV and Mg = 10 GeV. The data (Ref. 1) shown as a histogram are for EflSS > 40 GeV only, 
are preliminary, and have not had background events removed. 

I believe it is best to study the missing-energy events by combining the data for monojets, dijets, and 

multijets. These events all have large total ET and most have secondary jets of6-15 GeV. Since nonper

turbative QCD corrections, spectator activity, fragmentation effects, experimental resolution, etc. can add 

or subtract from a given secondary jet, the defined boundary at 12 GeV becomes very fuzzy. Clearly it is 

preferable to use all the data, increase the statistical significance and decrease sensitivity to theoretical and 

experimental limitations. However, the dijet-monojet ratio does contain important information which 

with careful study may yield further results concerning supersymmetry. Based on the observed jets accom

panying W bosons, we expect that single squark production will have accompanying 12 GeV jets from 

gluon emission in roughly 35% of the events. 
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Fig. 2 - The number of mono jet events at vS = 540 GeV per 100 nb- I passing the VAl cuts plus 
. the E.piss > 32 GeV cut are shown as a contour plot as a function of Mg and Mq. This number 
is the total from all supersymmetric sources. Fragmentation effects are not included. 

We have not quite finished updating our rate calculations for the 1984 data at vS = 630 GeV by 

summing all missing-energy events (not just monojets), by installing the 1984 cuts and triggers and by 

including fragmentation effects and resolution effects. These have only been done so far for selected mass 

values. Fig. 2 shows our old figure for monojet rate per 100 nb -I as a simultaneous function of gluino 

and squark mass. as an example, for a light gluino and a heavier squark, the rate shown may come from: 

gg 3.3 events / 100 nb- I 

gq (q - q +~) 0.4 II 

gq (q - q + g) 0.6 II 

q (q - q +~) 1.3 II 

q (q-q+S) 4.4 II 

others negligible 

Total 9.9 events /100 nb- I 

When we complete the updated version of Fig. 2 and when the 1984 data are published, we will be 

able to set strict limits for supersymmetry from this figure. 4j We may also be able to identify regions 

where the signal might have supersymmetric origins. 
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Fig. 2 indicates only the magnitude of event rates and not the shape of distributions. The shapes will 

further limit Mg and Mq. However the data for distributions also contain backgrounds which ideally 

should be subtracted out. But even short of that, certain mass regions can be ruled out if supersymmetry 

predicts events with characteristics which are not observed. 

Shapes of distributions are quite independent of Vs, so we have combined the 1983 (Vs = 540 Ge V) 

and the preliminary 1984 (Vs = 630 GeV) data. The 1984 data have not yet had backgrounds or some 

mismeasured events subtracted out. They are only shown to indicate that supersymmetry is a plausible 

source for the observed events (assuming that the rate is greater than that for backgrounds). The solid and 

dashed curves in Figs. 3-4 show our results for the two different Efiss cuts. I believe it may be impossible 

to learn the source of missing-energy events unless the events between Efiss = 32 and 40 GeV are also stu

died. Note that these curves do include fragmentation but not resolution effects. 
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Fig. 3 - The Eft (leading jet) distribution in pI> scattering from missing-energy events passing the t 
VAl cuts and EfisS > 32 GeV (dashed) and Efiss > 40 GeV (solid). The curves show the sums 
of contributions from all supersymmetric processes when M- = 110 GeV and M- = 10 GeV. r; 
The data are for Efiss > 40 Ge V only and see the remarks i~ Fig. Cap. 1. The Jot-dashed curve 
shows the background from W _ TV with Efiss > 32 GeV. 
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Fig. 4 - The missing-energy Efiss distribution in PI> scattering from missing-energy events passing 
the UA1 cuts and Efiss > 32 GeV (dashed) and Efiss > 40 GeV (solid). The curves show the 
sums of contributions from all supersymmetric processes when M- = 110 GeV and M- = 10 
GeV. The data are for Efiss > 32 GeV; otherwise see the remark~ in Fig. Cap. 1. Th~ dot
dashed curve shows the background from W _ TV with Efiss > 32 GeV. 

There are a number of possible sources of backgrounds. 1) Detector limitations. 2) The process9] 

PI> - W± + X with W± - TV and T - V + jet. Since W± _ev is measured one can calculate this back

ground accurately (though experimental resolution and efficiency may affect the result). We wrote a 

Monte Carlo program for this process. 3) Theprocess lO] pI> _ ZO + gluon or quark with ZO _ vv. For 

PT(ZO) « m(Zo), the QCD corrections are difficult to calculate accurately. To get a rough idea of rates 

and distributions, we have written a Monte Carlo program for the leading-order process. 4) The processlO] 

PI> - W± + gluon or quark with W± - ev and the electron missed. 

The dot-dashed curves in Figs. 3-4 show the W _ TV results for Efiss > 32 GeV. The data in Fig. 3 

are only for Efiss > 40 GeV. The ZO _ vvresults which will be shown elsewhere are harder than the 

W - TV results and are somewhat similar in shape to the supersymmetry curves. 

The rate for ZO + g can be estimated three ways: 1) Determine the K-factor as the ratio of the experi

mental to theoretical W - ev rates. This ratio is larger than the theoretical K-factor found by log summa

tion techniques. 2) The rate for ZO _ vv is expected to be 6 times that for ZO _ e + e - which is measured. 
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From Altarelli et alII] we can find the fraction ofZo with P1{ZO) > Po = Ef1iss. 3) the 1983 UA1 data for W 

bosons with an accompanying jet with Eft> 25 GeV are roughly 2% of the total. These three techniques 

yield: 

1.2 1.3 1. events/IOO nb- I for Ef1isS > 32 GeV 

0.5 0.7 - events/100 nb- I for Ef1iss > 40 GeV. 

These are clearly consistent. Detailed calculations for this and background (4) are being reported by Ellis, 

Stirling, and Kleiss.lO] At this time it is possible that these backgrounds are smaller than the signal. 

In order to minimize backgrounds and mismeasurements, the experimentalists have sometimes 

applied a cut () < 150° on the angle between the large jet and either a secondary jet or the residual PT For 

qq production the resulting angular distribution peaks between 80° and 150°. However, for gg production 

with light gluinos the peak is 150°-180°. If one assumes that the total PT in the center-of-mass of the 

initial-state partons is the same as that seen in pI> _ W, the peak moves to 130°-170°. Therefore I would 

like to emphasize that a () < 150° cut may throw out the baby with the bath water. 

In conclusion: Fragmentation is very important for gluinos as heavy as 20 GeV. I believe it is best 

to combine monojet, dijet, and multijet data. Study of the region Ef1iss > 32 GeV is at least as important 

as that above 40 GeV. We will need all possible data fully analyzed by the experimentalists. A full 

theoretical-experimental calculation of backgrounds is essential. If no events above backgrounds are 

observed, then excellent limits on Mg and Mq will be obtained with our comprehensive analysis. Two 

regions which we will investigate thoroughly are Mq ~ 100 GeV with Mg ~ 10 GeV, and Mq = 40-70 

GeV with Mg somewhat larger. Ultimately our ability to decide whether there is evidence for supersym

metry may rest on our ability to eliminate «Explainatons." Explainatons are particles with the characteris

tic that their properties change with time to explain whatever data are available today. 

We would like to acknowledge recent conversations with J. Ellis, S. Ellis, J.-M. Frere, A. Honma, A. 

Kernan, W. Kozanecki, Z. Kunszt; F. Paige, C. Rubbia, D. Smith, W. Stirling, C. Tao, and X. Tata. 
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